ENGLISH ALUMS TAKE ON THE WORLD
A CONVERSATION WITH JOHN HOLMAN '83, P '15

The great poet Adrienne Rich challenges us to "become acutely, disturbingly aware of the language we are using and that is using us." One can say the same about the narratives, genres, and cultural givens we are using and that are using us.

John Holman wrote his English Honors Thesis on Thomas Pynchon's monumental classic Gravity's Rainbow (1973). This opened insights into narrative. Come hear him converse about why English—which offers much more than reading and writing skills—has been usable for him. John Holman is Partner at and Managing Director of Eagle Capital Management, LLC in New York City.

Thursday, April 26, 2012
294 High Street, Downey 113
6:00-6:50 PM

Downey Lounge reception to follow with terrific food and treats, 6:50-7:15

This event is co-sponsored by the Office of Alumni and Parent Programs and the English Department.